|---------|----------------|----------------|------------------|--------------------|
| **8.20 START**
(unless otherwise shown) | PED Practical – in St.C. (1.5hrs)  
English Orals all day  
(PhysEd students do oral in afternoon session)  
Mrs Wayner – M1  
Miss Masotti – N5  
Mrs Blanch – N8  
Mrs Dance – E5 | 12 Maths A and B in H-block  
MAA122A – H1  
MAA122B – H1/H3  
MAA122C – H3  
MAA122D – H4  
MAA122E – H5  
MAA122F – H6  
MAB122A – H8  
MAB122B – H8/H6 | 12 Biology in G4, G5, G6 - 2.5hrs | 12 HPV from 9.00-1.00 in D8/9  
12 Chemistry – in G7 – 2hrs  
12 Health – in D11 – 2 hrs |
| **12.00 START**
(unless otherwise shown) | English Orals all day  
Mrs Baumgartner (from 1.00 onwards) – D16  
Mrs Wayner – M1  
Miss Masotti – N5  
Mrs Blanch – N8  
Mrs Dance – E5 | PED Theory (1.5hrs)  
Mrs Fox’s class – J7  
Mr Carter’s class – J9  
Mr Finch’s class – D11 | 12 Maths C – in H8 – 2.5hrs | Legal Studies in B9 – orals – 1.5hrs |

**NOTE:** Friday 15/11/13 is timetabled as an exam catch-up day.